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DATES COVERED: ca. 1920-1950 NUMBER OF ITEMS: ca. 200

STATUS: (check appropriate description)
Cataloged: x Listed: x Arranged: x Not organized:

CONDITION: (give number of vols., boxes, or shelves)
Bound: Boxed: 6 Stored:

LOCATION: (Library) BAR CALL-NUMBER Ms. Coll/Shavel'skii

DESCRIPTION: Papers of Georgii I. Shavel'skii (1871-1951), Orthodox priest. The collection primarily consists of unpublished manuscripts by Shavel'skii. There are also letters from Shavel'skii to his daughter (Mariia Novitskaia), several photographs of Shavel'skii, clippings and miscellaneous printed items. Shavel'skii's manuscripts include his Memoirs (1920) which describe church affairs in Russia, World War I, the Imperial family (for which he was a spiritual adviser) and the 1917 Revolution; "Nabroski s natury" (1947), a series of brief essays and stories; "Pokhod protiv Rasputina" (n.d.); "Russkaia tserkov' pred revolutsiei" (1937); and "V dobrovol'cheskoj armii" (1943), which describes Shavel'skii's service as an army chaplain. Other manuscripts include brief sketches of Shavel'skii by Feodor Bokach and N. N. Glubokovskii.

For box list see verso.
SHAVEL'SKII BOX LIST

Boxes 1-5. Correspondence; Manuscripts by Shavel'skii

1. Correspondence
   Memoirs (in two parts; this box contains two slightly variant copies)

2. Memoirs (in two parts; this box contains two slightly variant copies and an incomplete copy)

3. "Nabroski s natury" (in three parts)
   "Pokhod protiv Rasputina" (an incomplete manuscript; the box contains two slightly variant copies)

4. "Pravoslavnyi katikhizis"
   "Prorok Jeremii i ego vremia"
   "Psalomskii pravednik"
   "Russkaia tserkov' pred revoliutsiei" (two slightly variant copies)

5. "Russkaia tserkov' pred revoliutsiei" (two slightly variant copies)
   "V dobrovol'cheskoj armii"
   Manuscript fragments and miscellaneous notes

Box 6. Manuscripts by others; Photographs; Clippings; Miscellaneous printed material
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